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September 22, 2022, ComancheZOOM 

Topic: Short Subjects and Open Mic 

Open Mic nights have, in the past, proven to be surprisingly productive. They tend to 

find a neglected subject when someone grabs a thread and heads off in a very 

satisfying direction. 

This week we start off with 

• a presentation by Pete Morse on his recent gear-collapse landing. 

• then cover some issues arising out of last week’s ForeFlight session. 

• add a quick update by CJ on last weekend's AGM meeting 

• announce two new Comanche group buys 

• and then open the Mic to whatever bugs you or might be beneficial to the 

audience. 

Pete’s presentation and the lengthy discussion which followed took up the majority of 

the Zoom time. CJ managed to briefly mention the ForeFlight comments from the 

previous ComancheZOOM and also on the Northeast AGM held at Butler PA the 

previous weekend. 

CJ also gave a brief description of the two group buys. The first is an upgrade to the 

earlier Laser Altimeter offer, now to include a landing gear warning at 240 ft AGL. This 

will definitely improve our flying safety as failure to lower the gear in the number one 

cause of gear-up landings. The second is a set of soft (ie flexible) readers to be worn 

with headsets, avoiding the pressure on your temples and noise leakage around normal 

glasses. 

The meeting then was turned over to an Open Mic session, with many comments on the 

Zoom’s contents. 

To hear/see the recordings click on a link from the list below. 

• http://meetings.northeastcomanche.org/zoom/2022-09-22/video.mp4 

• http://meetings.northeastcomanche.org/zoom/2022-09-22/audio.m4a 

A number of comments were posted in the Chat window. To read the Chat text click on 

this link. 

• http://meetings.northeastcomanche.org/zoom/2022-09-01/chat.txt 

Pete Morse for the ComancheZOOM team 
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